WELLNESS PRODUCTS WITH MAGNETS
Selected offers for the whole family!

Do you love beautiful jewellery?
Then make your PASSION your PROFESSION!

Become part of the successful MAGNETIX family: You could build up a really good supplementary income for yourself by being a consultant in our team where you simply do what you want to do: offer elegant and contemporary magnetic jewellery and wellness products for sale!

Fascinate friends, acquaintances and colleagues. Be your own boss!
It is fun, flexible and financially beneficial. Whether you earn a hundred, a few hundred pounds, or over a thousand pounds a month, it’s up to you. It’s your choice!

For more information, ask your MAGNETIX consultant right now!
Some Benefits as a MAGNETIX consultant:

1. Good earning possibilities
2. No minimum order
3. Flexible working hours
4. Attractive incentive trips
5. No minimum order
6. Fun, fellowship and team spirit

The story of MAGNETIX is my own personal story: As I discovered a simply designed bracelet with magnets 20 years ago, I was immediately excited by the power of the magnets. I immediately put the idea together to produce exclusive designer jewellery with magnets, to be able to do something good for people through magnetism and unique designer jewellery. This is how my first jewellery collection came about – a market niche that has been wowing customers and independent consultants since 1999.

Today I would like to give you a little behind the scenes peek at MAGNETIX. You are reading our “Best selling Wellness Product” catalogue. It was not easy to choose the best offers for you, but whether you are a fan of our products already – or new to us – we hope to help you with your personal ‘Well-being’, put together attractive set offers in this way; not only are we hoping to help you with your personal ‘Well-being’, but also for your ‘Wellness’ budget!

Wishing you lots of fun as you discover more about our products,

Dr. h. c. Petra Döring

FREE jewellery for you:

Host a jewellery presentation and invite family, friends, acquaintances, work colleagues, neighbours and so on. This can take place at home, in a place of work or anywhere that you can gather just a few people together. Lunch time presentations work as well as evenings – and don’t forget coffee mornings or afternoon tea’s! As a thank-you you will receive jewellery of your choice work 20% of the sales. We also have various ‘Host Gifts’ to offer. If you recommend our products you can look forward to a thank-you voucher and/or jewellery too!

Ask your Magnetcix consultant for full details.

Pay attention to these labels and use your price advantages when shopping!

** All sizes listed are approximate sizes.
The MAGNETIX Power Heart
Our customer favourite - always fits, allover!

- Can be used anywhere on the body
- Strong magnet with 2,200 Gauss
- Copper backed Power Heart has antibacterial properties

The Power Heart is our magnetic jewellery star! The extra strong magnets are attached, with the help of a counter plate, exactly where you need them most. The copper/logo side should always face in – towards the skin.

Copper is an important trace element for the human organism and is highly valued for its antibacterial effect.

Non-medical bandages
For attaching the Power Heart to your arms or legs
In 4 different sizes.

Order together now!

**Top Product #01**

A heart for all occasions something you can rely on!

The Power Heart is our magnetic jewellery star! The extra strong magnets are attached, with the help of a counter plate, exactly where you need them most. The copper/logo side should always face in – towards the skin.

Copper is an important trace element for the human organism and is highly valued for its antibacterial effect.

**Back, Neck**
For example, people who work on computers could attach the Power Heart close to the neck or the lower back region to enable them to benefit from the magnetic strength of this product.

**Shoulder**
Hairdressers and therapists like to wear the Power Heart near the shoulder to help with movement and alleviate any pain. The strength of this magnet really helps!

**Joints, Knees**
The Power Heart can also be worn well while jogging, walking, hiking etc. It can be easily attached near the joints by using our non-medical bandage.

**Order together now! Non-medical bandages**
For attaching the Power Heart to your arms or legs
In 4 different sizes.

- For the arm:
  - Long (10.5 x 22 cm): blue F-0005*, fuchsia F-0006*, beige F-0004* each £ 6.65/€ 7/$ 10.50
  - Short e.g. for under the elbow (10.5 x 6 cm):
    - Blue F-4502*, fuchsia F-4504*, beige F-4501* each £ 4.75/€ 5/$ 7.50

- For the legs:
  - Long (14.5 x 28 cm): blue F-0002*, fuchsia F-0003*, beige F-0001* each £ 7.60/€ 8/$ 12
  - Short e.g. for under the knee (14.5 x 6 cm):
    - Blue F-4501*, fuchsia F-4503*, beige F-4505* each £ 5.70/€ 6/$ 9

Without magnets

**Contains copper**
Discover your colour now, just choose spontaneously!

With our silicone power hearts you always have your favourite colour with you; you’ll and see and feel the positive effects! Each colour has its own individual attribute. Which is your favourite?

Orange
For optimism and radiates zest for life
No. 4572

White
Looks radiant, encouraging and peaceful.
No. 4573

Green
Has a calming effect and strengthens concentration.
No. 4571

Yellow
Stimulates the imagination and stands for happiness.
No. 4574

Violet
Promotes spiritual balance and determination.
No. 4568

Red
Invigorates and stands for warmth and love.
No. 4569

Blue
Has a harmonising effect and promotes communication.
No. 4570

Green
Has a calming effect and strengthens concentration.
No. 4571

White
Looks radiant, encouraging and peaceful.
No. 4573

Orange
For optimism and radiates zest for life
No. 4572

Yellow
Stimulates the imagination and stands for happiness.
No. 4574

Violet
Promotes spiritual balance and determination.
No. 4568

Red
Invigorates and stands for warmth and love.
No. 4569

Blue
Has a harmonising effect and promotes communication.
No. 4570

Discover your colour now, just choose spontaneously!

With our silicone power hearts you always have your favourite colour with you; you’ll and see and feel the positive effects! Each colour has its own individual attribute. Which is your favourite?

1. Select the Power Heart you want

Silicone Power Heart Fuchsia
No. 4568  £ 33/€ 35/$52.50

2. Select the counter plate you want

Tree of Life motif
No. 4578*

Mix & Match
Firstly, select the Power Heart you like and then combine it with the counter plate of your choice, e.g. motif: ‘Tree of Life’

For more information on these and counter plates, simply ask your consultant!

Smile all day long – even during sporting activity!

Combine the power of colour with a symbol for sheer joy!
The cheerful smiley counter plate for the Power Heart is also available in bright colours, taking you through the day with a smile.

Using a Power Heart near the stomach can help in many ways. Digestion, PMT, menopause and mood can be positively affected!

Relaxed at the workplace with the power heart e.g. on the neck.

No. 4612* No. 4613*
No. 4608* No. 4609*
No. 4610* No. 4611*
No. 2959*

*without magnets

The order details for your MAGNETIX-Consultant can be found on the back page!
Proven 1,000 times!
Compact Hot & Cool compresses for tension and pain

Can be combined with the Power Heart
You can attach a Power Heart to the centre of the Hot & Cool Pack so that you can combine hot/cold therapy with your favourite magnet.
Ideal for:
+ The head
+ Neck
+ Back
+ Stomach
+ Joints

Warmth & cold effectively applied

**Hot**
Warmth promotes blood circulation and relaxes the muscles. For example apply to the neck or stomach area.
Heat up for about 10 seconds max. in a microwave.
Caution: never put metal (such as the Power Heart) in a microwave!

**Cold**
Cold relieves pain and swelling. For example – use on the head, joints and lower back.
Cool in the freezer for about an hour before using!

Tip: MAGNETIX-Gift!
Our hot and cool packs make perfect gifts for anyone! They are especially useful when visiting a poorly friend; add a Power Heart or MAGNETIX voucher and the gift becomes even more precious.

NEW
Can be combined with all Power Hearts
Hot & Cool Pack each
£4.75 / €5 / $7.50

Set: 7 compresses in strong colours
The hot & cool packs, available in 7 strong colours, combine the healing properties of hot and cold therapy. They are handy, compact, and can be applied in many ways. Perfect for at home and on the go! Ø 12.5 cm, with fluffy, tactile, backing. Each £4.75 / €5 / $7.50

SAVE, BUY AS A SET
All 7 colours as a set No. 4518 instead of £33 / €35 / $52.50
£28.50 / €30 / $45
You save £4.50 / €5 / $7.50

*without magnets

The order details for your MAGNETIX-Consultant can be found on the back page!
Extra Power
For the legs and feet!

**MAGNET-SOHLE**

- Magnetic leather soles only
  - £37 / €39 / $58.50
  - No. 1954

No time to put your feet up?
People on the go, like hotel staff and salespeople, are thrilled with our insoles.
Not only do the magnets relieve feet and legs, but the luxury of leather provides for a higher degree of comfort.

**HIGHLY RECOMMENDED**
by our customers & consultants

- For extreme comfort
- Fits every foot shape
- For healthier feet & shoes!

When using the insole, the logo should be facing up with 10 integrated magnets simply cut to the right size

**TOP PRODUCT #03**

**MAGNETIX WALKING**

- Magnetic leather soles
  - £37 / €39 / $58.50
  - No. 1954

The order details for your MAGNETIX-Consultant can be found on the back page!

---

**Massage “to go”**

Enjoy a soothing reflexology massage with five gentle wellness magnets. These textile slippers have a soft terry cloth lining and non-slip sole. Perfect for those on-the-go – they can be swiftly changed for pumps, e.g. on the plane or at your desk.

**Silicone toe rings**

Especially comfortable to wear, even with slightly swollen toe joints.
Users – those who suffer from gout and arthritis appreciate the soft material and unobtrusive design.

Magnet toe rings in 3 sizes:
- M = Ø ca. 20mm, No. 4416M
- L = Ø ca. 25mm, No. 4416L
- XL = Ø ca. 30mm, No. 4416XL

each £ 7.13 / € 7.50 / $ 11

**Anklets with magnetic force!**

Jewellery that gently wraps around your legs: Our anklets always fit and are especially popular with those who stand a lot, such as retailers, therapists and nurses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anklet</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. F0008</td>
<td>Genuine leather</td>
<td>black</td>
<td>22-28 cm</td>
<td>£28 / €29 / $43.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. F0007</td>
<td>Genuine leather</td>
<td>fuchsia</td>
<td>22-28 cm</td>
<td>£28 / €29 / $43.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each set of 3 anklets, £ 18 / € 19 / $ 28.50

---

**Textile slippers with 5 wellness magnets at 600 Gauss each**

Sizes M (37/38), L (39/40), XL (41/42)

M £ 37 / € 39 / $ 58.50
L £ 37 / € 39 / $ 58.50
XL £ 37 / € 39 / $ 58.50

For those on-the-go – they can be swiftly changed for pumps, e.g. on the plane or at your desk.

---

**TOP PRODUCT #03**

**MAGNETIX WALKING**

- Magnetic leather soles
  - £37 / €39 / $58.50
  - No. 1954

The order details for your MAGNETIX-Consultant can be found on the back page!

---

**Set of 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M + L + XL</td>
<td>£ 18 / € 19 / $ 28.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The order details for your MAGNETIX-Consultant can be found on the back page!
Wellness for the home –
Relax as you sit – on magnetic seat cushions!

Create your own personal comfort zone with our two-colour reversible cushion with 9 magnets; at the office, on the couch, at your desk, in the car and much more. Secure strap for easy attachment to chair backs. The reversible cushion is available in 4 trendy colour combinations. Textile cushion cover, approx. size 38 cm x 38 cm.

Reversible cushion
each £66 €69 $103

Important!
The lettering of the removable inner part should always face upwards (please note when turning).

A treat for your eyes!
Relaxation for the eyes. Say ‘Good Bye’ to dark circles! Use during a refreshing Power-Nap or throughout the night for extra energy. Sleep mask with adjustable elastic bands. Soft terry cloth lining with 7 integrated wellness magnets each with 600 Gauss.

Sleep well!
A deep, restful sleep is important for well-being!
Our magnetic mat with neodymium magnets can be used both in bed and on the sofa.

BUDGET PRICE
Magnetic mat for bed or sofa with 12 magnets approx. 59 x 43 cm, No. F-4500 instead of £94/€99/$148.50
£75 €79 $118
You save £19 €20/$30

TOP PRODUCT
#04
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Energising water – Water sticks with magnetic power!

The magnetic water stick in your glass is an appealing eye-catcher. It will energise the water in your glass or carafe throughout the entire day. Note: Drink at least 1.5-2 liters of water daily throughout the day.

2,000 Gauss

Small water sticks

- Made of stainless steel
- For home, office, or on the go
- Energising water for every day

For your relaxing foot bath

Turquoise

No. 4357
£ 10/€ 10.90/$ 16

Green

No. 4358
£ 10/€ 10.90/$ 16

Fuchsia

No. 4359
£ 10/€ 10.90/$ 16

Other motifs can be found in the webshop and on request from your consultant.

For your relaxing foot bath

Order together now!

Silicone magnet for the kitchen & bath!

With a sufficient water supply, it provides for more vitality. This silicone water magnet has a powerful 1,800 Gauss neodymium magnet built into it.

SAVE, BUY AS A SET

All 3 colours as a set
No. 3551
Instead of £30/€32.70/$ 48
£ 28 € 29 $ 43.50
You save £ 2 € 3.70 / $ 4.50

Protects your table from water spots

Simply put in a glass and look forward to refreshing water!

Magnetic Coaster for water glasses

With a magnet coaster for your water glass you can enjoy energizing water as a refreshing and vitalising elixir of life, whether at home or on the move. Concentrated energy for your well-being.

2,000 Gauss

Magnetic Coaster
No. 4336
£ 37/€ 39/$ 58.50

You save £ 2 € 3.70 / $ 4.50

The order details for your MAGNETIX-Consultant can be found on the back page!
MAGNETS

a fascinating power from mother nature!
Magnetism is a general-acting force. Its effect extends to everything - particularly humans, all animals and plants.

Jewellery with effect

On Earth we are exposed to many forces - one of them is magnetism. Magnetic fields are an integral part of our human organism. The force of the Earth’s magnetic field can not be grasped by our five senses, yet it affects all living things. Like the Earth, the jewellery and accessories of MAGNETIX Wellness contain powerful magnets. Experience the beneficial effect!

Neodymium: a superpower from Mother Nature

Magnets are one of nature’s many fascinating wonders. For our products, we mainly use neodymium magnets with at least 1,200 gauss - they are among the strongest and longest lasting in the world.

Magnetism in science

1954 Linus Carl Pauling discovered the magnetic properties of our blood.

1960 Researchers found out that migratory birds and marine animals utilize the earth’s magnetic field for orientation.

Today Magnetism is used in modern medical examination methods and is a growing complementary medicine.
Become a MAGNETIX wellness consultant now and benefit from FREE jewellery, sales aids and training materials worth around £475/€500/$750.

Offer magnetic jewellery and wellness accessories that inspire others to join us. Where?

- at home/private jewellery parties
- at places of work - during lunch breaks or at the club/coffee shop after sporting activity
- at hairdressing and beauty salons
- at therapy rooms or wellness studios etc.
- at trade fairs and events

For more information, ask your MAGNETIX consultant

Earn money and help others!

Medium Starter kit
with 30 day money back guarantee

10 Catalogues
Sales aids
Training materials

Free
Worth about
£33/€35/$52.50

Total amount*
Item.-No. QS25
£25650
€270/$405

Bestsellers worth
£475/€500/$750

1st installment due immediately £8550/€90/$135

*2nd + 3rd installment (each £85.50/€90/$135) payments due on the 15th of the next two months respectively plus postage
Indulge your feet to a wellness treat!

Because now you can take off your shoes and get into well-being!

The MAGNETIX Wellness foot reflex zone mat mimics the health-promoting principle of running on gravel: large stones provide a firm, powerful massage – this promotes circulation in the feet and strengthens the tendons in your toes. The massage from the small stones has a pleasant effect on the entire body as well as benefitting the motor skills, which increases wellbeing and activates the foot, leg and posture muscles. The mat provides balance for body and spirit.

Non-slip underside, dimensions: 48.5 cm x 48.5 cm. Weight: 2.5 kg.

Application

Even brief walking sessions – twice a day for 10 minutes – are enough to strengthen your foot muscles and, at the same time, gently relax them. The foot mat promotes wellbeing. Particularly good for cold feet and heavy legs.

Foot reflex zones

Countless nerve tracts run from the soles of the feet to the various internal organs. If these organs are stimulated via a pressure point massage on the soles of the feet – for example, using pebbles, this should have a positive effect on the whole body. This is why walking barefoot on a gravel beach or on barefoot walking paths is very popular.

Application

Even brief walking sessions – twice a day for 10 minutes – are enough to strengthen your foot muscles and, at the same time, gently relax them. The foot mat promotes wellbeing. Particularly good for cold feet and heavy legs.

Foot reflex zones

Countless nerve tracts run from the soles of the feet to the various internal organs. If these organs are stimulated via a pressure point massage on the soles of the feet – for example, using pebbles, this should have a positive effect on the whole body. This is why walking barefoot on a gravel beach or on barefoot walking paths is very popular.

Important!

Pregnant women, diabetics and people with acute febrile infections should first talk to their doctor about foot reflexology therapy before using the Foot Reflex Zone mat.

The order details for your MAGNETIX-Consultant can be found on the back page!
Flexi-Jewellery - for every day
Flexible & comfortable!

Jewellery from our Flexi Collection can be worn to complement your wardrobe. This jewellery suits any style and occasion – whether at the office, a romantic dinner, or when partying. The bracelets and rings are easy to wear, and, because they are flexible, they fit perfectly.

The advantages of flexi rings
The flexi rings are as flexible as your fingers and can be effortlessly put on and fit perfectly. This is especially comfortable on finger joints or when the knuckles are swollen such as when in hot weather or from typing a lot. Get them now!

** contains copper
Powerful expressions!

A particular advantage of stainless steel jewellery is that the surface does not tarnish, so it is more durable than silver jewellery. Stainless steel is absolutely rust-free and especially gentle to the skin. Our jewellery, made from this popular material, is fitted with powerful neodymium magnets.

Classics that always fit

Pendants, earrings and the popular flexible tennis bracelets combine effective design with the power of magnets. Timeless magnetic jewellery for your big event – or as a much loved piece of jewellery for everyday use.
Faithful everyday companion for mistress and master!

Pets are our best friends. Show your affection for your four-legged darlings with these appealing pieces with magnets. Whether it be bracelets, earrings or rings – with the cute paw motif every cat or dog lover gets their money’s worth!

+ Made of skin friendly stainless steel
+ Antibacterial copper inserts

**Flexi bracelet**
No. 4433 | M, L, XL, XXL
£ 37/€ 39/$ 58.50 Rushed Order

**Water bowl magnet**
- Large (Ø 10 cm)
  - No. 722
  - £ 37/€ 39/$ 58.50 Rushed Order
- Small (Ø 5 cm)
  - No. 2135
  - £ 33/€ 35/$ 52.50

**Animal wellbeing!**
With the padded mat for dog or cat, a nap is especially relaxing and soothing. Available in small (10 magnets) and large (20 magnets).

**Magnetically energising water!**
Sufficient water intake is vital for animals, especially if you give your pet dry food. Offer them water from a bowl with magnets.

**Strong pendants!**
The collar jewellery for your four-legged companion, and the separate attachment clips, fit on all pet collars.

**TOP PRODUCT #09**

**Necklace natural rubber**
No. 319 | S, M, L, XL, XXL
£ 22/€ 23/5 $ 34.50

**Water bowl magnet**
- Small (Ø 5 cm)
  - No. 2135
  - £ 33/€ 35/$ 52.50

**Copper contamination**
- **without magnets**
- **contains copper**

**Order together now!**

**TOP PRODUCT**

**Water bowl magnet**
- Large (Ø 10 cm)
  - No. 722
  - £ 37/€ 39/$ 58.50

**Water bowl magnet**
- Small (Ø 5 cm)
  - No. 2135
  - £ 33/€ 35/$ 52.50

**Copper contamination**
- **without magnets**
- **contains copper**
The pair of spheres made of silicone, in which one of the spheres contains a powerful neodymium magnet (900 Gauss), embodies the principle of Yin and Yang—the Chinese philosophy of balance and harmony.

Using the wellness sphere increases quality of life, as it:

- Improves fine motor skills and coordination of movement
- Relaxes, calms and enhances general wellbeing
- Can vastly improve flexibility of fingers
- Increases hand sensitivity and boosts skill

Lie the spheres on the palm of your hand, stretching and bending the fingers. Move the spheres clockwise first, in turn try to move them anti-clockwise - this requires even higher concentration. The spheres should not touch if possible during the exercises. Do this exercise whenever you have time, even sitting down.

As powerful and individual as your charisma!

Extra strong magnets and an innovative design concept – this makes our silicone jewellery a colourful eye-catcher. The cheerful pieces of jewellery made of skin-friendly, water-resistant and robust silicone, are the ideal companions whether it be at your daily exciting stressful everyday work, relaxed at leisure or for sports.

Wellness Spheres:

For body and spirit!

Relaxes, calms, and increases wellbeing in everyday life!

Also great in combination with the stainless steel jewellery from MAGNETIX Wellness. The popular symbol “Tree of Life” will delight you every time you wear it.

SAVE, BUY AS A SET – this is how:

1. Silicone bracelet:
   - Choose your trend colour
   - No. 4442
     - £ 28 / € 29 / S 43.50
   - No. 4442K
     - £ 30 / € 32 / S 48

2. Motif element:
   - Choose your design
   - No. 4441
     - £ 28 / € 29 / S 43.50
   - No. 4441K
     - £ 30 / € 32 / S 48

- Waterproof silicone
- Sizes M–XL
- Also available in children’s sizes

SAVE, BUY AS A SET:

- Silicone bracelet + motif element
  - No. 4477
    - £ 28 / € 29 / S 43.50
  - No. 4477K
    - £ 30 / € 32 / S 48

- 1,800 Gauss

No. 4606 £ 28 / € 29 / S 43.50
No. 4606 ø 47 mm

No. 4440 £ 28 / € 29 / S 43.50
No. 4440K £ 30 / € 32 / S 48

No. 4441 £ 28 / € 29 / S 43.50
No. 4441K £ 30 / € 32 / S 48

No. 4465* £ 5.70 / € 6 / S 9
No. 4466* £ 5.70 / € 6 / S 9
No. 4467* £ 5.70 / € 6 / S 9
No. 4468* £ 5.70 / € 6 / S 9

* without magnets

Details for your MAGNETIX-Consultant can be found on the back page!
Fragrance & jewellery for the soul – Emphasise your personality!

A positive fragrance that awakens the spirit: The fresh components of mandarin and bergamot bring cheer. Jasmine, sandalwood and leather comfort and soothe. A compelling creation – encapsulating the tree of life.

Tree of Life scent,
Eau de Parfum, 50 ml
£ 33/€ 35/$ 52.50
No. 4361P

No. 4094M-L, XL
£ 66/€ 69/$ 103.50
Cu**

No. 249016–21
£ 33/€ 35/$ 52.50

No. 4373M-L, XL
£ 94/€ 99/$ 148.50

The pendant contains a scent pad – Simply spray it with the appropriate scent! Also suitable for use with essential aromatherapy oils.

Necklace No. 4139
M, L, XL, XXL
£ 33/€ 35/$ 52.50

The order details for your MAGNETIX-Consultant can be found on the back page!

WIN-WIN:
The MAGNETIX-Friendship Recommendation!

Do yourself and your friends a favour by recommending/referring our products to people you know. As mentioned before you will receive a thank-you gift for yourself and your friends should they purchase or join us!*!

FREE* GIFT
for new customers
1 Hot & Cool Pack

Alternatively you will receive a jewellery or wellness voucher worth 10% of Total sales. You yourself determine when you want to receive your gift. For more information, please refer to your MAGNETIX consultant!

---

** The minimum order value for new MAGNETIX customers is £ 28.50/€ 30.50. A pay out of the value of the free gift is not possible. The free gift will be despatched after delivery and payment of the initial order.
All about harmonious Magnetic Jewellery!

The circle is known to be the symbol for perfection: Each point is equal distance from the centre. There is no back or front and no beginning and no end. The circle is the symbol for wholeness, balance and harmony. The perfect magnetic jewellery for every day!

SAVE, BUY AS A SET

Pendant (without necklace) + Bracelet Nr. 3552
instead of £ 103/€ 108/$ 162
£ 94 € 99 $ 148.50
You save £ 9 € 9/$ 13.50

Order together now!

I am here to help you!
Your personal MAGNETIX-Consultant:

www.magnetix.com
Magnets
The jewellery pieces each contain one or more neodymium magnets with approx. 1,200 – 2,200 Gauss.

Please note
People with pacemakers and pregnant women should consult their doctor before wearing magnetic products.

Information about our magnetic products:

Your right to cancel:
As a consumer you are entitled to a refund of the full purchase price should you not be satisfied with your product and you return it within 14 days. If you wish to return the product after 14, but before 30 days, you will receive a refund of the purchase price minus a 15% processing fee. Postage costs to be paid by the consumer and proof of postage is required.

Material
The bulk of the jewellery is made of high quality stainless steel.

I have referred:
Surname, first name
E-Mail address
Telephone
Street, house number
Postal code
City/Town
My Order:

I am a new customer
Surname, first name
E-Mail address
Telephone
Street, house number
Postal code
City/Town
My Order:
Fill out the card and give it back to your consultant – or take a picture and send it via E-Mail.

You can find the promotion conditions and additional information on the last page of the catalogue.

A selection of our promotional gifts:

Answer to your MAGNETIX consultant: